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The following issues were detected on your website
 Possible spelling mistake found 23 occurrences
...ivacy Policy] . Automate your website's pre-launch checklist with Koalati Koalati is a sim...

 Eliminate render-blocking JavaScript and CSS in above-the-fold content 13 occurrences
Your page has 1 blocking script resources and 8 blocking CSS resources. This causes a delay in rendering your page.

 The usual collocation for technology is "on," not "in." It is better to say this: "on the web". 2 occurrences
... testing, ran by professionals who work in the web development and design industry. Let yo...

 Optimize images 2 occurrences
Properly formatting and compressing images can save many bytes of data.

 Use "a" instead of 'an' if the following word doesn't start with a vowel sound, e.g. 'a sentence', 'a university'
... might disable pages in your project if an has occurred when it attempted to visit...

 Javascript errors
The following errors were found in the page's console.

 Use a comma before 'and' if it connects two independent clauses (unless they are closely connected and short).
...access to your account, you can contact us and we will do everything we can to help yo...

 Possible spelling mistake. Did you mean "committed", the past tense form of the verb 'commit'?
...espects and values your privacy. We are commited to using the information you share with...

 The adverb 'never' is usually put after the verb 'was'.
... tools and other projects since then. I never was much of a sports guy, and with the cold...

 Maybe you need to remove the second determiner so that only "the" or "This" is left.
...discount for manual testing by checking the This website promotes environmental initiati...

 Apostrophe might be missing. Did you mean "initiatives'" or "initiative's"?
...the This website promotes environmental initiatives checkbox when filling the request form....

 H1 tags
0 H1 tags were found. Your page should ideally contain one H1 tag to indicate its purpose or content.

 Possible typo: you repeated a word
... privacy Security and privacy 3 minutes read Read the article] Other categories - [Koalat...
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